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Juv003. Juvenal 

[Rome], Ulric Han [summer 1471?] 

Title page: none 

Colophon: f. 79v: [set out as verse] Anſer Tarpei cuſtos Iouis: unde ꝙ› alis | Conſtreperes: Gall  
decidit: Vltor adeſt | Vdalricus Gallus: ne quem poſcant̃ in uſum | Edocuit pennis nil opus 
eſſe tuis. | Imprimit ille die: quantũ non ſcribitur anno | Ingenio haud noceas: omnia uincit 
homo. 

Collation: Median 4° by half sheets: [1–310 4–-88 910], 80 leaves (f. 1 blank?), unnumbered. 

Contents: f. 1 missing, blank?; f. 2r ‘[  6]Emper ego auditor tãtum: nunꝗ̃ | ne reponam? | Vexatus 
totiens rauci theſeide | codri. |’ [Variant: ‘ergo’ and ‘nũq̃’]; on f. 79r ‘Vt leti faleris omnes  
& torquibus omnes. | FINIS. | [colophon]’; f. 79v blank; f. 80r ‘Regiſtrum huius libri | [in 

three columns]’; f. 80v blank. 

Typography: 113R leaded to 124mm; Gk; 25 lines; 156 × 96 mm; no signatures or 

catchwords; no running titles. 

Paper: Median paper (estimated sheet size 50 × 34.6 cm): largest recorded page size 23 × 16.3 

(Rylands).  

20 edition sheets. 

First edition of Juvenal with printer’s name 

First edition of Juvenal with Greek type 

First edition of Juvenal with a register 

First edition of Juvenal with a blank first leaf 

Printed on a one-pull press 

The printer’s name is contained in the ‘Anser Tarpei’ verse colophon, which records Ulric 

Han’s boast to print in a day more than could be written by hand in a year: ‘Imprimit ille 

die quantum non scribitur anno’. This epigram ends with ‘omnia uincit homo’, a 

humanistic parodic echo of a famous tag from Vergil, Eclogues, x, 69 (Shaw, 1989). 

Bühler dates this edition to summer 1471 from three pieces of evidence: the use of the 

greek fount, new in that year; the use of Han’s third type, found in books of 1470 and 

1471; and the ‘Anser Tarpei’ colophon which ante-dates Han’s partnership with Chardella, 

which began in 1471. He shows by textual comparison that this edition was set from the 

earlier edition attributed to Han (Juv001) and that it offers a corrected and improved 

version of the text. 

Han’s third type 113R is found in a wide variety of sizes. According to BMC iv, 18, the 

sizes vary from 107 mm to 120 mm. This edition show an even larger variation of leading 

to as much as 124 mm. BMC xii, p. 2, notes that the type was not used after 1471. 

The Satires are printed without numbers or titles. 

There is a press variant in the first line of f. 2r. The earlier, uncorrected state reads ‘ergo 
... nũq̃’(Rylands); after the deletion of the ‘r’ from ‘ergo’, the line has been re-justified by 

expanding the ‘u’ contraction giving the correct reading ‘ego ... nunq̃’ (British Library; 

FitzWilliam Museum). In the Morgan copy the ‘r’ of ‘ergo’ seems to have been replaced 

by a space, or possibly has been scratched out. 

http://juvenal.referata.com/wiki/References
http://juvpdf.djshaw.co.uk/Juv001.pdf
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BMC records that ‘At the head of f. 24v a line of the sixth satire (‘Ac resupina iacens’) has 

dropped out of the text.) 

The use of a blank first leaf to protect the beginning of the text is documented as part of 

the gradual development towards the use of a title page (Smith, 2000). 

The British Library copy appears to be printed on largely unwatermarked paper and does 

not show a clear pattern of watermarks. A few pinholes are visible at the outer lower 

corners of leaves, suggesting that the book was printed with whole quarto sheets. The 

Morgan copy also shows pinholes in the lower corners of some sheets but its pattern of 

watermarks suggests half-sheet printing; the watermarks are not centrally placed relative 

to the sewing and so do not always show in the conjugate; the ratios of watermarked leaves 

(‘o’) to non-watermarked leaves (‘x’) is shown: 

.xoxo||xxoxx  2:3 

xxx?x||xoxxx  1:4 

oxxxo||xoxoo  4:1 

 xxxx||xxxo    1:3 

 ooxx||ooxo    4:0 

 xxxx||xoxx    1:3 

 ooxo||oxxo    3:1 

 xoxx||xooo    3:1 

xxoxx||xxxxx  1:4 

The Registrum on the final leaf lists the first two words of the first recto of each of the 

half sheets of the gathering. This is clearly an aid for the binder in assembling the half 

sheets in the absence of signatures, pagination, etc. If the book had been printed by 

complete quarto sheets, it would not have been necessary to document every half sheet. 

Bibliographical references: HCR 9660; BMC xii, 2; Goff J627; BodInc J-300; GW M15754; 

ISTC ij00627000. 

Locations: Cambridge: FitzWilliam Museum (*McClean 108; lacks first leaf; bound with a 

Persius from the same press). London: British Library (*IA.17251; lacks first leaf and 

leaves 1.10 of sig. 9; the Chatsworth copy). Florence: BLaurenziana. Manchester: 

JRyUL (*9219). Moscow: SL (Dresden copy). New York: Morgan Library (*ChL607A). 

Oxford: Bodleian (*Auct.Q.5.8; misbound). Stockholm: KB. Turin: BCiv. Vienna: NB 

(Ink 4.G.26).  

[10 copies] 

Digitised copies: Bodleian:  https://digital.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/objects/c104ec02-f941-4ac4-

b541-c6456df17db0/ 
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